
PART VI

MULTIMEDIA ANIMATION

PART OVERVIEW

We have nowlanded on an exciting chapter in our learning journey!

Multimedia animations are undoubtedly the most compelling among all the elements of
multimedia. Animation means fun! And computerised animation means creativity
unbound! 31) Animation means endless days of excitement!

Traditional hand drawn animations have long been in the race, ever since the advent of
Walt Disney cartoons, but it was only after the introduction of computers - that multimedia
animation hit the main streets and represents a multi billion-dollar industry today!

In the next few chapters, we will be doing really serious work and understand almost all
the basic technologies and concepts associated with animations. Have a cup of tea, before
you begin!



Chapter 16

Fundamentals of Computer Animation

CHAPTER OVERVIEW

This chapter serves as a curtain raiser for this complex technology.

We begin with the most fundamental question: \\ by do we need ,I 	 medium called animations in a

multimedia project, after all

A briefing on different types of animations popular in the industry follows these discussions.

It is important to understand and classify different types of animations - based UOfl technology, media and
applications. Later on, this will be of immense use to us because the strategies used to develop animations
are ver y much influenced by the category to which they belong. The rest of this chapter is devoted to
understanding two-dimensional and three-dimensional planes and what sorts of tools are available to develop
21) and 31) animations.

'I he porpi ise of this chapter is to wet you into the world of aninaations and prepare you for more detailed
discussions iii the later chapters.

16.1 Introduction
Ni lilt iniedia animations or simply animations represent a series of drawings that are presented one alter another to
tile user's eves at those speeds that provide an illusion of movement.

Goilig by their basic et tocepi, animations are not very different front 	 '['Ile only difference is iliit while films
ire video graphed via a video camera or :I 	 frames that make tip the animation are created either with

hit help of drawings or specialc'ctl three-dimensional eilviroitil)chlis.

Ai it) iaiion, is a ieelniologv, was horn see11 over a century before computers. lint conventional animailuins took liii
liiniley, elton Lull inne itt develop and were linvi,ntl tue reich ol isinitsircailt enlertanitlient. It sets ituul alter

tIn. ilnroululuiion 01 cttitipntels that aniiliiiinhl wits tIde to evolvc AS ii IIILllli InhIbit dollar industry tncl wis title in
stroll itsi Ili/zy te-lboiuiI heights ltithteritt tiuiknowut.

)bit j ulius litre is liowIver lotuit.tl Itt the Inocitnienitls of - Cttni1lllit'r based intuition iechinultgv — intl wilt speelil

etn l iliIsis tin its role, 3.1 it luet iii Iliuultitnuulit. So, Itt us keep 111 oilier sunurit ulisuiissittns asid, nit I gil down ii,
I iiisii it•sS.

16.2	 Aiuiii.tioiis in lULIltiJ1tC(Iit I)rOjCCtS

,\Iuituuith.,ui, win 	 nco11it1.11c'd into nttiltinuidii, prnuinihy hcc:ntsc nt ilu miul ton clyniutni gitpliits ill nil time
iii iii 10 itt I it	 it tutu	 tIllS.
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Figure 123: It'll much more fascinating to see these balloons floating - instead of standing still.

lot example, let us imagine that we need to show a balloon floatin g in thin air	 in a clitk j rens edittainmetit title.

\\ith graphics imager y, what we can provide, at the best - is a high r]ua]irv digital photograph of it big ballot ti. But

if \\e were to use animations tt,r illustrating the same point, then the balloon can be brought to life nid ni\ well

be floating across the monitor — if not the big hitie sk y ! Imagine how conipellmg it sill be for a six-t ear-old child,

staring at the monitor!

This is the power of aninlationsatid hence their respected p sitil 01 Ii the \Vt rid of multimedia.

1)0 you get the point?

16.3 Need for animations in multimedia projects

Animations are engaged in multimedia projects, for one or more of the following reasons:

U

	

	 To explain a concept or illustrate a point, better. Animations are perhaps, the best tools for illustrating \Vhat

vito are really trying to say.

Elle Edit ChapterS Sur,'ival tuideo	 oer
Contents Ga Back Go Up Uis(ary [Search

Hgw to Repair a Sagging Gate
Wood shrinks, joints open and

fasteners loosen. What to do? An
Adjustable turnbuck l e brace, available
in rod or cable form, will square up
the gate and permit future
adjustments. Kits that include all
necessary hardware and instructions
are widely available but you can also
make your own setup from standard
hardwre. Use steel cable for he-,H-r
qt.tes. Support the gate in the proper
position with a block of wood under
the latch stile before you attach the
hardware.

LP-1 J

-Iielatd
Mote

Figure  124: Usage of animations - from "Home survival toolkit" CD-ROM
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1J Look at the example provided trout "I litine survival toolktt CD-ROM. This title explains how to use
various types of household hardware for domestic purposes, how to do your own repairs within the house
etc. Such details can be best explained with the help of computer animations, rather than pages and pages
of photographs or texts.

U There are situations vhecein, a given seu, ience cannot he photographed or video graphed. For example, in
Andromeda interactive "interactive space cncycl( paedi a'' CD-ROM, various astronomical concepts - like
the 'big bang' theory - are clearly illustrated with the help of computer animations, it may not he possible
to video graph such a sequence, which is believed to have happened millions of years ago! A static digital
photograph will hardly impress upon the viewers! An animated shot is the only viable alternative.

U A similar illustration can be provided from Microsoft's Oceans CD-RPM. In the section titled, 'I low does
a sub dive?' - instead of mincing up with words, the titles throws open a cute little animation, which illustrates
the point beyond all conceivable doubts. The background voice over explains what is happening — as the
animation proceeds.	 -

Figure 125: Usage of animations - Jroin Microsoft "Oceans" CD-ROM

LI	 i\ciiiit.in, ills arc tiltS! useful, slieii voLt 11ccd ii, illustrate soitictlttttg -- stct by step. Situ:i. Ilillilati its clii he
1c111n15ticd by voice -over, the seqitcoce can lie controlled very well. YOU clii Ii )klt-,i!i tile exitliples

plo6d"d ahovC, tI	 Ipinecelle this point. liii cxl1ll1ilr', ill Oeeios (1)-R()\l, how cicat it is to ulltltrsliilLl

the l,tsit	 ltr11iel	 1 )111 iittl	 i stihui:uioc - s',iICI 	 it l,iei.' itiiiil VliIiC L\l.11l5	 sliit is ltip ICE licig!

1._i	 Ti utiLe the	 ,t,ietlittgs nih, e,,h,itiriiii and e,lili1itllitl	 Attittutitt	 lie rust lesv sc1tcuices ii the 1111C -- Ill

Lee 1	tip Ilw &Si it, ullllll	 11111 tilllpil	 Is	 1110,51 IletiltIll LI.11llitty With 1111151 uioltiunethii lull. 	 it (011iSL',

pont1 huts ulilItlIl	 hut	 iuuittul tulttFeSI	 ellellleti, 111111	 till uiitttott'ttiilly	 viiiivuiii,uisitiit,l,i,Iutuuniiitiiits.
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Figure 126: The compelling beginning sequence of Sid Meier's multimedia game 'Civilizations'

In short, animations are not optional elements in multimedia tides - but mandatory:

But the extent, to which animations arc deployed - is dictated b y the nature of the title under development. In
general, children entertainment and edutainment titles and multimedia games make extensive use of animation
technology, than other types of multimedia applications.

16.4 Computer animations - classification

The term 'computer animation' encompasses literally any kind of animation created using computers. Multimedia
animations are those that are used in multimedia projects.

A simple classification of various t ypes of computerized animations will he of great interest to us, at this stage.

Table 26: Animations - Different classifications

pClassification —	Based on	 Animation
I	 The basic philosoph y of	 Ccl / Frame animation

animation	 Object animation
II	 The number of dimensions 	 Two dimensional animation

involved	 Three dimensional animation
HE	 The nature of app!iCaiOOS	 Movie aninlarion

Television animation

Multimedia & Games animation

Net animation and others
IV	 The technology used to create	 Animations by proramming

animated movements	 - including Morphs

Precompiled a nirnations
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No; let us explore these categories without getting into the details. :hosc who are interested in specific topics may

have to explore other specialized books on the subject.

16.5 Classification I

16.5.1 Cell animation

In ccl or frame animation, the entire animation sequence is treated as a collection of independent frames or still
images. Each frame differs from the previous one, by minor variations.

\\'hcn these independent frames are displayed in sequence, they create the illusion of movement. When the images
displayed are fast enough to fool the human eye (at around 25 to 30 frames per second) - the result is a very

smooth animated movie!
This basic philosophy is not very much different from the technique adopted in cinemas. In cinema theatres, the
filmed shots roll past the projector at incredible speeds, creating the illusion of a group dance or fight sequence on

the screen.
The only difference between them and eel animation is that the individual frames are video graphed in movies,
whereas they are developed using traditional drawings or by other means —in animations.

Figure 127: Each frame differs from the previous one by a small variation.
When the frames are flipped at high speeds, the shot gets animated.

16.5.2 Object animation

Ii ihject iiijiiiatii,its, a static backdrop is maintained throughout a sequence 	 and the ohcct to lie aiiiivatcd is

tiC CVIII liFt 55 ilic backdrop.

i t , the exaiiiIc pi-ovided, the kite is the object that is IKing ttiimatcd.

lii.e ii tie that I have carefully iIts only static objects like houses i l l the background. I'd love to add a lice	 bit

Hit

	

	 dmmg inintai ion, if if rctivtiuls still anil the kite alone is moving - then it might not I niL lit nr.il. A her all,

Ii lllow oh wind is so good that it hits a kite, Ilicil it siihd itoive the 11cc h,r:tiichics is wclhl

till CISC non- thin one ;tititiiated object iii tile sequence. h o t eaituhile, I ciii hIve lit iihii-t titittt.tted kite in lie

Saitit 'dint iii (VCit A lititi or IWO.

)it, iiiilil . iing Ill, S16111 conies Lip: Kite is :1 static ol, j cct and hence it can lie nriiiiatcd lien ijiti thcie. Itur, itliw
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about birds? \X'iII they not have their own animated movements - flip of wings etc.? I leave this question to you for
the moment, with a hint: It has something to do with cyclic animations, covered in a later section.

Figure 128: In this sequence, the background houses etc remain static,
whereas the kite moves here and there...

Object animations can be created onl y with the help of software packages that support them. I cannot think of a
better example than macromedia flash - for this.

Traditional Indian shadow puppeteers are known to make use of this technique for creating 'o-dimensional animated
movements

16.6 Classification II

16.6.1 Two-dimensional (2D) animation

Animations created in two-dimensional planes are called 2D animations.

Figure 129: old Walt Disney films are classic examples of two-dimensional animations
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Two-dimensional planes are characterised by two axes - X and \' - that define any point in that plane. A good

example for a two-dimensional plane will be this very paper which you are reading.

Classic examples of two-dimensional animations are old Mickey and Donald Cartoons of Walt Disncyl

16.6.2 Three-dimensional (3D) animations

Animations created in specialized three-dimensional cn\ . irOniflefltS are called 31) animations.

These environments allow objects to be created and animated ill virtual three dimensional space -characterized by
three planes. We will be learning more about three-dimensional world and moving objects around in virtual space -

in the pages that follow.
Feature films like 'Toy story' and 'Finding Nemo' are examples for three-dimensional animations.

We will he exploring 2D and 3D animation concepts further, as we go along.

16.7 Classification III

16.7.1 Animation for movies

Animations we saw in movies like Jurassic park are essentially 3D animations - but are of complex nature.

They are probably the most expensive to produce - among the lot, as they require high-end graphic hardware and

software to develop and render decent animations.

16.7.2 Animation for television shows

Conceptually, animations produced for television shows are not different from those developed for movies - but
the main difference lies in screen se and the corresponding resolution/ rendering quality

\\bereas
 movie animations demand resolutions and rendering of the highest quality possible (and hence require

cxpensis c hardware / sofvare), 
those meant for television shows require much lesser resolution (and hence, tolerate

mid -end hardware / softsva re).

Note: Terms like rendering may sound fi rcign to V( 10, 
at this stage. Don't worry! We will be covering all these

fundamentals, in later ScCiioflS!
ndering process or mi ivie 'Titanic' was done on roughly 121) machincs simultincously

It is said that the anifll;ttii ,n re 

16.7.3 Animations for multimedia applications and games

A wide ia i ige of 21) and 31) animations are made use of in multimedia applicatiom and games.

It is di Ifictili in provide any basic grammars for such animations - as the nature of applications are till) 11)iI0.

I	
he needs of the application, dictate the quality and complexity of the animation. In the examples we saw

earlier i t , the chapter (Microsoft Oceans ud Civilizations CD-R( )M), we witnessed the usage of both 21) and 31)

loitnat I) illS.

i\oiloiti.iIis for multimedia projects can he further sub-classified Into

Li	 Animations for content and

U	 i\ tittial otis for interface design

i\iiiiil:ttioli s for cottteill arc those t ha t ;Ire used illt	 illustrate it concept or an idea, in the multimedia project. For

esiiii1ile, till sul,iiiariitc aililittliuti WC S)\\' 
cirliet ii Microsolt Oceans is an nflini.ltii)n meant for eolticlil.

llite iioglii be situations wltereiii the inierfiec design may hive 
Ill 	 some ni mr animations. 'llicsc ne called

Ii iierlace (lesigii.

1\5 1 
tile, interlace design allinialions are most simple iii nittttc iitd in most cases, are 21) anitotilOti'
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Animated
Horse

In lnL sat IrS, 3kIrWJn In IFs lsnd ul F a I- sib rec t,
8	 bera,fscI honq Called SN 1-if a Head 0! the S.an £1811 Cl!

	

we448,ed arid .Spet.d by hio elahjen,. 	 •
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Figure 130: Magic software's Mahabharatha features small animated buttons
that add flavour to the interface

16.7.4 Animations for the Internet

The most important characteristic of Internet animations, that set them apart from the rest of the lot is their si-i
As a rule, they must be less than 1 MB or, preferabl y, less than even 500 KB.

Macromedia flash animations are becoming the de-facto standard for animations on the net. We will be lcarnnin
more about Flash, as we go along.

16.8 Classification - IV

16.8.1 Animation by programming

Front computer's perspective, every animation can be thought of as a series of drawing commands. Then
commands are executed at such incredible speeds, that they produce the illusion of seamless movement across th1
screen.

/	 N
/	 N

N

Off

Figure 131: This movement of a ball can be produced, by writing a few lines of software code!
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When one can write programs (using software languags like visual basichat ultiniately issue out a series of drawing

cotnrrianrls, thcri that will result in animations very similar to those produced by a series of images flipped one

after another.

Let us say we want to animate the movement of the ball, in a predefined trajcctory.

I the eyes of software program, the ball will be an image. You can then write a few lines of code to move the

ball image a few pixels away every second - until it reaches the desired destination point. When this program is

executed, it looks like an animation.

Animation by programming is very useful for producing bizarre effects with colours and curves. What cannot be

achieved with the htp of drawing tools can be achieved with the help of programming.

Bird flight
Created by

programming

Siiuoied on the borjrn of River Ca&vsiy. TirutlropoJIl
as bees a O,ota Cu1deI since *)e SwigamAje
1 -3Cer,.AtJ).

The most fom ous 1andmotkooiihintlwCny lu the
beautiful F5O€X FORT TEMPIE - suoted ako'.'e a
rckdlff.83 Mhigh. The 30 and Odd Stone steps
okSe one to TF	 M4JV'VAM'? TEMPLE
(7O0.A& dedicated WI CE1 S1-4W ad O'SH
TEMPLE on the Top

SRi RANGAftlust1Ofl' .4 away. isw'fo,nous1o,
Is RANGANATt-5ASWM TEMPLE dedcaled to

Th,g lC(JO ys aid Islnplu is a
InOsS'.8 qIOJe ConsirUceOrt full of aswrishlng sian
sculpturesand the temple lower is the bigqest in
Atio JAJCluEFSWAPA TEMPLE dedroinrI to
LORD SI-IrIA is situ'd neathy

C*ter attractions wound T,,uclri include
GRAJqD #NICUT (orcient Dam).

(Temple) nd S11TANt4AVAL
(5th CenAD paJla,,aS4ed Frescoes).

b'j Tourist Spots
E

SlTT .JNAVASM- QO

Figure 132: Simple animations like the flight of birds and the flow of flowers
were created in 'Tourist's India' CD-ROM - using software coding.

Professional animation designers in reputed Special effect studios like II ,M (Industrial light and magic) are known

for tweakiti the software programs (nit istly in (++) here and there, whenever they are obstructed by the limitations

of the tool they are using.

Different lard f1iltt artirilariolts Iii Inc (:l)R( )Nl '1'outist's India' were done purely with the help of progriuniruilig.

16.8.2 Morplsing

Nlorpliirig carl I,c calegorized as it specific variety in prugrarirrnecl animations. It enables seamless transformation of

uric image to rnr,iltcr or one video to another 	 in the form of a sccuenliaI alliII14cd niuVernelit.

Since its eorlcc1,lir nt, irunrplr is finding its usage in tiatiry tirovies, television sloiws and other clttertairirllelrr media.

Proltably tire l,csi rr,vic I cart rlurrl of in illustrate tIre power	 1 irrnrplrs is 'Iernrinalor II - Judgement

16.8.3 Precoii s i ed an I itt at loiit

In all earlier scctI,,t% oil tItiiiiltiilItS 	 n1ftmntmg, we saw ilot riin,vcillelrts cart lie cicared jWS1 dcirtitg nutriltre

using relevant s. ,ltvare codes.
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But in most other cases, all movements are pre-drawn, flipped and compiled into specific file formats. These are
called precompiled animations.

In real-time multimedia projects, we will mostly be using precompiled animations and onl y in very rare and exceptional
occasions will we consider animation by programming.

Almost all software tools meant for 2D and 3D animations render their output as precompiled animations — usin
one file format or other.

16.9 Understanding two-dimensional animation planes

Let us consider this particular page of the book. It possesses certain magnitude of area.

This area can be expressed as the product of length and width.

Width = a
(a. b)

X- axis

Figure 133: Two dimensional planes consist of X and Y axis

This page can be called as a two dimensional plane, because, any point (i.e. an y location) within this page, can be
represented using two coordinates - one on the X axis that runs horizontal to the page and the other oil the Y axis
that runs vertical to the page.

If we can draw, two such imaginary axes in this page, one on the extreme left (Y axis) and one on the bottom most
part (X axis), then we can call the whole page as a two axis coordinate system or a 2 dimensional coordinate system.

Now, any point within this plane will have an X coordinate value and a Y coordinate value.

For example, if we assume that the total length of the page, to be 'a' and total width of the page to be 'b', then the
top left corner can be represented as (0, a) - meaning that the X Co ordinate value is 0 and Y coordinate value is 'a'.
Similarly, the top tight corner will be (b, a) bottom left corner will be (0,0), and bottom right corner will be (ll,b).

These are extreme points of the page any other point, will have X and Y values in between a and h.

Any figure, then, can he developed by filling up the points in the plane with the required colour. Consequently, each
frame in the animation sequence can be treated as a 2D plane and the sequential movements of the object being
animated can he recotded.

Two-dimensional animation files generally record only the deviations of the second frame from the first, and not
the colour values of the entire screen used for animating the objects. Apart from saving considerable file space, this
technique also helps the system to update the frames quickl y, so that the movements appear to he natural.
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16.10 Understanding three-dimensional worlds

Now, instead of a page, let us consider the entire book, as an object.

The book possesses not only area - but volume as well, because 01 its height. This volume can be expressed as the

product of length, width and height.

b

Axis

XAxls	 'N(0,O,c)

ORIGIN	 (O,O,O)

(0

(O,a,

(b,O,0)

Figure 134: This whole book can be conceived as a three-dimensional object.

We can treat this book as a typical 31) object - because, any location on the book can be represented as a set of

three coordinates - running along three different axis X, Y and Z.

X axis that runs horizontal to the book, Y runs vertical to the book and Z runs perpendicular to X and Y

In three-dimensional coordinate systems, more than one plane comes into the picture.

The whole system has to be perceived as that space intersected by three different two-dimensional planes - the XY
plane, the YZ plane and the ZX plane. I love a look at the figure that shows all the three different planes.

Cowing hack to the 1)00k example.

If we could draw tli rce imaginary axes on the corners of the book,

( )ne on the extreme left (V axis),

-	 ( )nc oil the bottom nlost part (X axis) and

-	 One noire along the direction perpendicular to X and Y axes (1 axis)

Then se ci,ild call the hook as .t ilree-xis coordina te system or a i hrce-dinnsiOl coordinate system.

Any point oil the l,i,ok will have an X coordinate valueaY coordin:oc value and a Z coordinate value.

As in the previous two diincnsioii:tl example, if we were io assume that the total length of the hook to be 'a', total

widihi to he h' and the height of the hook to he 'e', tlieii the toji left corner oil the hottoiii side of the louil 	 (i.e.

at the hick cover) can he represcined as (U,a, 0) 	 which iticatis that the X coordinate value is (), Y ci,onlui,ite value

is j ii ' itil / ciiott.hiiaic value Ii, he U
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Figure 135: Three planes make up a three-dimensional world.

The very same top left corner, on the front side of the book (i.e. at the front covet) can be represented as (U, a, c)
- meaning that the X coordinate value is 0, V Co ordinate value is 'a' and Z Co ordinate value is V.

On similar grounds, the following can be inferred:

On the front side of the book:

U	 The top right corner will be (b, a, c),

U	 The bottom left corner will be (0, 0, c),

U	 The bottom right corner will be (1), 0, c).

On the back side of the book:

U	 The top right corner will be (b, a, ),

The laittoni left corner will be (0, 0, 0),

U	 The bottom right corner will he (b, 0, 0).

16.11 Animation tools

'Iliere tcea iitimhcr of tools available ill the market - for designing and developing 21) and 31) animations.

As I had mciin,iied earlier, aniii,:tti,tii industry is worth jllillloll of doll:trs:iiid its potential hi:ts ttiI yet been iuiiy
realized ill cotnitries like tit,li:m. I lelice, it sinmld tint Sul pric you in notc that coitip:mnics u i 055 the glilie tic throwing
ilicit tn,ocv and time lichiirid tIns lucrative market.

16.11.1 Two-dimensional aim i Ut at ion software

l)c1iecidiiig upon the lilildet you tic working on titti its rcm1tirctnittt, the ti,,l von select br cutting 21) itnni:tliiiis
could lie siitt1,1c, coIltIilcx or lirotessiotm.tl
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To cit ire rnple uni maI oll, like 1_h 1uttots, one Call use troIs lilt \inmitiun siiip	 that conies bundled with
or hop if).	 -

File Edt V^w Ani-nabon Effects W'ndow Help

Zoom

Figure 136: Simple animations Can be easily done using Jasc Inc.'s Animation shop

If the ,iiiiili.rtloiis are sliihtiv C)tiiple\, it IS Iistrrr to so for professional tools IiIe \Iacronicdia Flash.

If	 u VI mt to	 ,ununu,uru( ii b\ liii )siautiuii1ni, then %011 01,15 his e to drpeuid oii multimedia authoring packages
like \lacrontedia Director and \utlior 'cart

Talkin g jia it 'lie foe of 2F) in iiiuu\ ie utuditu-s, \SC notice that traditional 2D animations are giving s\ay to computer
generated 3 D ,tnini,iti( uls. If no look jt a list of all the animated feature films proclucerl in I lullvwood, this trend
S eviden t.

Table 27:Tools for 2D animation

Product

Flush N IX

US Animation

Rl-:TAS

l( )O)tt Z

Animation shop

Company

.\ Tat ru unit di a

T'ou umi Boom Technologies

( tI.ss

l)igit:ml \ rico

Jasc Inc

Wcbsite

Ittp: / /wvw. macro 

Inc

di a. COOl

lit tp / / \V ww to on boo iii, corn

h tip: / / 5 \\\V. n. tar, corn

http://\vvvw.divideo.it

http://wsvw.jasc.coni

First, there were traditional hand-drawn 21) films; and then, there was a transitional period, in which 2D and 3D
co-existed and now, we are almost in the third stage — wherein, 3D animations has c captured the mantle.

To gis e iou some :dca ab, mot wh t sort of Lu,]', rue asailaluic in the market for 21,) animation. we 've provided a
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table, This is just indicative - not exhaustive. Also, professional photo editing tools like Corel Photo paint , arc capable

of editing animations - apart from still images.

The SCOC of this bobk limits • us from discussing 21) animations any further. In the chapters that follow, we will be
looking at Macromcdia flash and low to produce basic animations with that great tool.

16.11.2 Three-dimensional animation software

3D animation is a lucrative field that came into existence only after the intervention of computers in the animation

industry

It's then not very surprising to find a much more variety of tools available in the market, for generating 31) effects
and animations. There are specialized packages for modelling, rendering and even 'for painting over 31) models!!

A brief listing of some of the tools I am aware of is provided below for your reference.

Table 28: Tools for 3D modelling and animations

Product	 Company	 \Vcbsitc

Maya	 Alias systems	 hup://aliasvavefront.com

Softlmagc	 Avid Technolog y Inc	 http://www.softimage.com

Light wave 3D '	 Ncwtek Inc	 http://www.newtck.com

3D Studio Max	 Discreet	 http://www.discreet.com

Houdini	 Side effects software 	 http://www.siclefx.com

True space	 Caligari Corporation 	 h ttp: / /wwv.caligari.com

Bryce	 Corel Corporation	 http:/ /vww.corel.com

Cool 3D	 L lead	 http: / / www.ulead coin

Deep Paint 3D	 Right I lemisphere	 hrtp://w\vw.decppaint.conl

Poser	 Curious labs	 http://www.curiuuslabs.ct ,tfl

Photo realistic	 Render man	 Pixar	 Ii ttp: / /vww.pi xa r.com

Rhino 3D	 Robert McNeil & associates 	 hop: //www.rhino3d .com

Once again, the SCOC of this book and the chapter limits us from detailed discussions on the concept of 31). There
is one dedicated chapter on 31) software later in this part - which will introduce Von to many basic concepts.

I-lowcver, you should remember that 31) animation technolog y is in ocean by i,sclf! ( )nice you ire intro it, there is

no way out!

Its fascinating swirls and depths will absorb you for the lest ot viintr life!

16.12 Summary

Aniiiitiotns are ar tificial Ilioveineitis created by flipping a sciin's of inrages at spciilk speeds. '[lie riced t 'or attinr.iriori

as a media arises nnainlv because of' the litiutarii,iis of ci ' iivcniii,nti,tl vrdcograpliy. (;otlipnirer y ' circratcd 311ilmilimis

Cut iiliitn:ttc event those tlutiis that (1ii not (151 - in a virtual world.

Animations cant be classified as 21) attl 31) :tttlttrallotts, ccl rird olicei Lnitti:rlioti',, ,riyrittiticl ord cutripilcil
InnIIi:itioits and so oil. Io dtitieuisjoit:iI auilt).itloirs tic develi ipt'tI 21) Ftl;tiicS liii linen (lrrtictisitut.il till t011 )riS
arc developed ()it 31) viittial wirtlils.

Nl;ttry software tools Its 	 tvajlal,lc in Ill( ruarIcI	 foi ileseltipuni' 21) md 3!) Iiuni:tIl,uis. '[lie uuirilnr nI tools

tvaililtle in illc II) ealtrory is 	 tunili urine	 liar l(ii 21).
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16.13 Keywords

U	 Ccl or frame animation: Animation sequence produced by displaying different Frames of movements,
one after another, rapidl'.

U	 Object animation: Animation sequence produced b\; movement of an object over a general picture that's
maintained as a backdrop.

U	 Two-dimensional animations: Animation sequence created in two-dimensional planes.

U	 Three-dimensional animations: Animations created in three-dimensional environments.



Chapter 17

Developing Animations for Multimedia Projects

CHAPTER OVERVIEW

This second chapter oil 	 animation technology provides a very reliable grounding for all enthusiastic

and budding 'would be' animators, to really put their bands on to the ver y heart of core animation techniques

and tools.

Fundamental concepts have been carefull y
 discussed so that they are not limited to specific animation package,

but applicable to most industry recognized j,roiessionai animation environments, Some expert advice,

programming tips and decision issues on choosing bct\vccn two-dimensional and three-dimensional software

have been pepped along the way.

17.1 Introduction
Our previous chapter was an introduction to this interesting world of animations - we understood some basic

terminologies like 21) and 31) and vcttcd our hands with different kinds of animations.

In the current chapter, see will he getting dusvn to tnt ire serious business and start discussing what are all the different

stages of planning and execution — in developing an animation sequence for 
,I project. These different steps detailed

ma y
 not be followed word -by-word — but an understating of the overall work lii iw is required Ir atts liiidding

animator.

An important LILICStion to he answered, as ;I of the planning process: Should se go for 21) animation... or

31)?

0/ Atl i 	 process workflow

Professional titinittioti development is 	 seqilentitI a ll ,J well-eleflited process,

lit some cases, a step itt twit itmt' overlap or lie neglected tin geilter, but time gelteril worldlo" is tuft st entisisteilt

between different clevelo1iiiteitt cnvirm,tinietits. The , t tss we have detailed Itere is flexible emtohiglm tm tteottlna die

cccli very l:trge atlintIti iii 1irje(ts like 31) nmovies.

We will aelelress the topic tmm three ulmltereitt pulses, lot the sake	 f eoitveitictmce.

U	 'lime fist phase, which is tite pl:ttiniitg site 1,11 the tttittmltitlt Sce j tiettc 10 he	 L-11 mme'.i

U	 'lIme steotul pimuse, wlmereimt we mike a c mite hmetwii 21) and Ii)

Li	 'Fits tltiil 1iii.1se, whmitim is tIme exceiltiotl	 III, ;IIII ' ll;I11oll sn1mIeIne is elt'el l iie t I using relevitti

5i mttv.tie ii	 Is
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Look at the project how diagram provided and do not he disheartened b y the Complexity of the diagram! As we
proceed from stage to stage, you will realize why we need such a streamlined flow of work. Teams, which do not
bother to do proper planning and desperately begin their work in great urgency are brutally punished by rework,
as things mature! Remember that animation is world of imagination and what is in your mind may he strikingly
different from what the team leader expects in the scc1uence!

For the sake of simplicity, we take up a single example as our illustration, throughout the proceedings. Andit is this:

Ve afe in the process of developing a multimedia animation for an edutainment title on chemistrv.A simple chemical
reaction viz, the formation of water compound from h ydrogen and ox ygen - needs to be illustrated by means ananimation sequence.

I lvdrogen and oxygen gases react in the ration 2:1, to produce water.

2H	 4- ( )
-
, (O -> 2140(

Conceptualizing

Story hoarding

Identifying key frames

2D or 3D?

Process planning

Animation development

2D Animaiion	 31) Modeling

R	
Deciding the span

E
V

SIntermediate

Rendering

S

Texture mappit

Lighting

Cameras

Animation	 S

Sample rendering

Final rendering

Figure 137: Animation development - process workflow
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1	 Conceptualizing

The given Scenario, which has to be expressed as an animation sequence, has to be first COOCCIVCJ as an animation
concept. By animation concept, we'nican an approximate imagination of the actual animation sequence that's going
to be developed.

All sorts of wiki and strange imaginations Cannot be translated into animations! Also, if you are working as a team,
each team member will have their own imagination about the sequence!

The process of conceptualising is to put down all ideas in paper and to decide upon those themes that seem to
satisfy the requirements of the project. 'I\ picallv it begins with a brainstorming session with the team involved and
the project manager should he the one (1i dccid' whit should go into the concept.

For smaller projects, this session nlav well happen within the minds of the animators before the work is:ictuallv
begun.

Talking about major animation projects like 31) film,, this process of concepttialising is much more complex -
since strategies and themes have to be evolved, both for the overall picture under production as well as the individual
sequences that make up the m ivic.

Since we have kept our sample scenario pretty simple, we can easily evolve the animation concept as follows:

'Oxygen and h ydrogen elements will be represented in the form of circles /spheres. l\io hvdr. gen elements from
each direction cross ox ygen and get aitr.ictcd to it as the cross. \lav he tile attraction can be represented b y love
hcart s. The y come together and result in water.'

Note that we are rratng to add sutuc anitnint of creativit y and tlram.t so that even a chemical reactjt,ti looks vibrant
- when anim.	 :	 will undursi.ind this better, as we go

1	 Story boarding

Story boarding is a simple and vet, intuttis e technique - which, when put to proper u 5e - 'a II ru'.tiit in increased
pi-t ,ductivitv and shortened development time.

It is the process of sIsu_ilising all thu lit)	 )11.1111 Nil' Ill	 or t)iflht - sp It) an anrili.itiun scujirence .il puIin: flit Ill down
as ri ugh sketches oil piper.

i}utikini. -kl it ,iii I I iii s.itiiple SC(ii.Irl i . we Lu i'a iheu 'at his u ti	 Ilustr.tc the I 
I 
I ipt wun, iLipputuft.Ls like

L1	 I hi,ss u )\\L'e)) ulciiiuiii Hutch N iii Iii. dis1il.i.ud

Li
	

1111%1 hivdri gel) uleitieiit 	 :ipjr u.ich

Li	 I (isv the5 ci tiultint to :cti,er'

L.i	 \\Ieii is tilt	 iie_y Cc Mlill iiiink

/t.

Figure 138: In,as,'j lii! IOUS (iii be (IijJrrn I - lilt! II)!' is /7OtC' we f) I'ICC it'e the 5lfll/,Il' St-efl(,iO.

Nom, our st,rInorl soil 	 kill,	 \s lilt i/	 1, ill, Ill hi.i	 iii	 Iii)	 ui1 Iiii ssI tic	 stluchi	 lciiiiII	 nines	 liSt	 jul
ii	 (5	 All	 'I )))h)iiiu	 ;iiiul	 Iuiiiu	 Ill,iii 1)111
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For the sequence at hand, we will dramatize the situation as follows:

LI	 The beginning shot in which the Ox ygen element waits in the centre - not knowing what to do

LI
	

One hydrogen element makes an entry from the left hand side and moves across the screen with small
jumps - oxygen looks at it

Another hydrogen clement enters from the right hand side - oxygen looks at it as well

Both h ydrogen elements stop slightly aftei crossing oxygen

"Love" waves

H ydrogen mixes with oxygen

\Xarer

Along with this, we ma y also have to think about other details like background colour s ystem, camera angles etc.
and try to note them down on the storyboard paper. These details will help the animators understand our overall
expectations from the sequence - better.

Once the stp yboard is reads', multimedia animation sequence is all set to progress to the next 'stage!

/
Identifying key frames

Key frames in an animation sequence can he defined as those important frames in which the movements of objects
mature from one Stage to another.

Identification of ke y frames helps animators to proceed with the sequence development in a very methodical manner.
It also coables smoother integration of various parts of an animation sequence.

The animated portions in between the key frames are called 'slots'. These slots can he of varying lengths, depending
upon the movements of the objects under animation.

Certain animation tools provide the flexibility of automating the movements within the slots. For example, in
Macromedia Flash, you can specify an object's starting point in the first key frame and its end point in another key
frame and the movements in bct\veen these two frames will be automatically generated by Flash.

In our example, some of the key frames will be,..

U	 The frame in which ox ygen waits for the h ydrogen elements

U	 I ntrv point of first h ydrogen element

U	 Different movement points of this element (may he many key frames)

U	 Entry point of second hydrogen clement

U	 Different movement points of this element

U	 Stopping and looking at oxygen

U	 Combining with oxygen

LI	 \Vater formation etc.

17.6 Decision between two dimensional and three dimensional
animations

After deciding upon the key frames, we are stuck with a rather serious question: Arc we to develop this sequence as
a 2D or 3D animation?

We need to consider the following points, before deciding our choice.

17.6.1 3D may sometimes be a simpler option!

On the outset, 2D animations seem to be relativel y simple and 3D, all complex.

Unfortunately, this is not entirely true.
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There are many situations wherein, the required 3D models (ic. three dimensional wire-frame structures) are readily
available or can be developed easily. In such cases, it may be much easier to develop the animation sequence in 31)

instead of 2D.

For example, if you want a ball or box or any other regular geometric shapes to be animated, then it is lot easier to

work with 3D than 2D. By applying tcchniques like texture mapping, that are peculiar to 3D environments, striking
results can be obtained with ease.

Thousands of ready-made 3D wire frame models are available on the market and the web. And most 31) software
tools also pre-package a wide variety for models within their core distribution package. For example, Ncwtek's
Light wave 3D ships with hundreds of ready-to-usc wire frame models that can be used in a wide variety of scenarios.

Figure 139: Look at these objects. The one on the left is 3D and the other is 2D.
I took more time to draw the 2D model than develop the 3D; and if I were to

animate the lever above cylinder, 3D may take a lot less time than 2D!

17.6.2 Character animation is a complex business in 3D!

It's rather difficult to model and animate live characters like human and animals and plants in 3D envin)nments, as
compared to 2D.

Ih,'u,e 140: 21) character 'lIanum,n ' looks /7ietty ily;iunk in 'I'ales fiom Indian A!iIjolot,'
/flOjeCI (I)-/)41, /iJ(1'/J./Pel by ()'!''?V(l/)! sy!cin.c.
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I ven 21) character animations are difficult - but can ream ,nalalv manage to bnng out acceptable results with experienced
tnin]ators on the jolt.

17.6.3 3D effects with 2D tools

Si rnetimcs, the icsi-cd 31) cffcct can be achieved with the help of few intelligent digital brush strokes, within the
21) antnaattm itt or painting tool! For example, the characteristics shades of light behaviour ver the ob j ect can be
brought out vcr 21) objects with advanced painting tools.

I) H
Figure 141: Digital painting tools enable creation of 3D. objects to some extent.

The group of balls on the extreme right was created using paint shop pro's picture tubes.

In such cases, instead of going 31), vie can consider 21) with advanced painting options. ()n the hip side, this rn
demand c\perienccd atmitn,lt mrs and their patient effort.

17.6.4 Consider the relevance of the situation

Creating certain kinds of animations is siniplv not possible in 2I.

For example, consider an architectural walkthrough animation in which the entire building has to be animated in
different angles. It is rather impossible to think of 2D for such cases.

Figure 142: Building walkt.hroiighs like this can be done only with the help 01 3D tools

C )	 -

a.

•

,.
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17.7 Process planning	 -
In case CXtCUSLVC itflifl'OtiOflS are involved in a particular project, it's important to plan the entire animation development

'process.

In typical multimedia projects, critical paths (i.e. those activities, which, when delayed - will result in the total delay
of the very project) are recognised well before the production of the title - because of the complexity involved in
making various kinds of media ready, and integrating them into meaningful forms.

17.8 Animation development
When we reach this state, it means we have gone through the pain of proper planning procedures and are all set to
take the graphic tablet on our laps and really start doing something'. The process of developing 2D and 3D animations

ar soI ffga' tfrom each other, that they necessitate different treatments.

2D Animation development

	U	 First, decide the total number of frames to be engaged for the particular animation sequence. This is what
is called the span of the animation. The more the number of frames, the better - because, with gradual
transition, the movements of the objects tend to be natural and smooth. On the flip side, this also means
that we have to develop more number of frames!

U Tools like Flash provide flexibility to the users, to increase or decrease the number of frames between the
key frames. However, it is better to plan as much as possible in the beginning rather than doing alterations
during development. A proper projection on the number of frames required for a given sequence comes
only with experience!

	

•	 It is better to plan for lengthier animations and then reduce the frames as we go along.

	

•	 Since we have already identified which are all the important key frames in which critical transitions are going
to occur, we need to divide the span across the key frames. For example, if we are planning an animation
with .I 	 of 70 frames and if we have 7 key frames — then we may plan to distribute 10 frames between

each key frame.

	

U	 The movement of the object(s) between two key frames dictate the number of frames to be inserted between
them. If the movements are long, more frames are to be allocated in-between key frames.

U Develop the key frames, For the very first key frame, you may have to draw the objects tobe animated or
import them from files. But for subsequent key frames, it is enough if you show the relative tuovetnent of

the object with respect to the present.

U First key frame developtient involves drawing tin.' actual figures over the frame, using one or more drawing
tools available with the erivironruectt. Sontetimes, it niav he felt that the drawing tools supported b\ tin,'
animation environment are simply not cniiugii...in such eases, the frames have to he stored is itsilividual
bitmaps and neusipulated using any ul ' ihicailvanced image editing snt'tware - till tile desired resuli arc

obtained. This isse unshersonse pruec'ss

	

•	 In srok'ssioiitI aniln,ltion studios, it is etisioloary t 	 leave tIn.' key tt',intes to he developed b y ex1semR'11ed'd

tniitnttors',titd leave the l'rantes iit-lsetweeii to hiiiililiiig 1,tot'cssi0it,tls.

	

•	 Once 111C key t'r.tittes are dune, the iratites ut hctwceu can either lie ttIioittaiic%hly generated or hand drawn
using iclevaiti tools. 'l'he noute ol' tt'aits0riiiation or noventeni deteritiiiies the choice,
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__H__ x H H__
Figure 143: Two types of simple animations are provided as examples here. Which one,
do you think - can accommodate automatic generation of frames in between key frames?

And for which one, should we draw all the frames in-between key frames?

U	 Tools like Macromedia Flash have extensive capabilities for transforming objects across the frames, provided
the objects are vectors.

U The speed at which the transformation between key frames occur, determines the number of frames. This
speed can be easily controlled in tools like Flash. We will be seeing some of these capabilities in the next
chapter - so, don't worry much about Flash for the moment.

U	 Once the frames are completed, they can be played back using the playback feature.

U	 \Vlien all the slots in between the animation have been completed, then they have to be linked and rendered
together.

U At this stage, you may have to go back to some of the previous key frames and do the required editing -
so that the overall animation looks like one seamless flow of movements instead of a chain of animations
linked together!

U	 The final stage of animation development process is to plug-in the animation thus developed into the project
slot. We need to ensure that the animation developed integrates well with the project and serves the purpose.
If you have gone through the pain of proper planning which was detailed elaborately in the earlier pages
you will have little to change at this stage!

U	 There are two ways of plugging in the animation into the project slot - they are linking and embedding.

U Linking is the process of maintaining the animation file outside the multimedia core program and making
relevant calls to the animation media file for playback - whenever required. This is the most preferred means
of plugging-in animations into the project. The only flip side is that the animations can be seen by the users
outside the program and may even be copied and reused!!

U Embedding is - 'literally' - the process of bundling the animation as a part of core multimedia project file.
Profecsional multimedia authoring programs have something called resources -- and once you specify all the
sounds, videos and animations as resources, they automatically manage them and make them available to
the executable program during runtime.

So THAT was two-dimensional animation!

In the next chapter, we will be looking at Macromedia Flash very decp]\ which will help you to translate all these
ideas to real-time action!

17.10 3D animation development

When it comes to 3D, the development process is almost completely different from 2D! And much more exciting
too...
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This process consists of several steps, which are sequentially detailed below.

17.10.1 Modelling

Modelling is the very first step in 3D animation development.

Models are wire frames that represent certain 3D shapes in the virtual world. Even simple objects like spheres and
cylinders look pretty scary as 3D wire frames.

Figure 144: Even simple objects do not look that simple, when you look at their 3D
wire frame models! Each model is made up of a number of lines and curves.

The reason is that 3D wire frame models are actually mathematical curves, which construct the 3D models in a
virtual 3D space. Models of objects like plants, animals, mountains and landscapes are made up of much more
complicated curves and are scarier than spheres - to look at.

Since simple mathematical curves cannot define such complex contours, 3D software programs make use of curve
equations called splines. When several splines are put together in a three-dimensional co-ordinate system, complex
surfaces can be created.

There are several varieties of splines in use - these include linear spines, cardinal spines, bezier spines and h-spines.
One of the most complex objects to model viz, the human face - is defined using a special breed of splines called
Non-uniform rational B splines (or NURBS!). When you are buying new 3D software programs for yourself or
for your company, you should ensure that the software supports NURBS.

All the objects required for the animation sequence have to be modelled - either using the tools that come bundled
with the 3D software or using specialized modelling tools. All basic geometric'eometri shapes like sphere, c ylinder, box,
tarsus and cone can be readily generated to required sizes - with most 3D tools. Some tools also support Boolean
operations like add and subtract - with the help of which, two or more geometric shapes can be combined together
and new shapes can be evolved.

For very complex models (like dragons!) 3D modellers resort to 3D laser probes, which, by making use of laser
sensors arranged in all the 3 axes, capture the 3 dimensional data that make up the object. However, for this method
to work, a physical model of the object needs to be created (in wood or plaster-of-paris) - over which the 3D
probe can pass through!	 -

Considering all these troubles, it is worthwhile to look at the 3D models and model libraries that are available in the
market. Type "3D model libraries" in www.google.com and look out for the appropriate companies that sell the
model you are looking for. To my knowledge, the digimation collection (http://www.digimation.com) is well worth
a visit.

It is rather astonishing and even humiliating to realize that the creatures of Jurassic age that terrorized the explorers
and movie fans alike - as actually complex mathematical equations!
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Figure 145: NURBS modelling is used to define the complex contour of a human face!

modelling is the illoSt important step in 3D animation sequence development.

1710.2 Materials and texture mapping

Professional 3D software allows different kinds of material attributes to be applied to 3D wire frames, For example,
one call 'apply' gold's properties to a mode!, so that it behaves like a gold, during rendering. Explicit characteristics

of gold like shininess, reflectivity and refractiviw, can be controlled so that when lights fall on the model, they behave

accordingly. This gives a more realistic and natural look to the models, when rendered.

'Fuxture mapping is even more interesting: It is the process of wrapping 3D wire frame models with 'textures' -

which are nothing but 21) bitmaps. For example, the texture of, say mosaic, can be wrapped over a 3D floor in a

virtual house so that it looks very natural! Some 3D software allows even 3D projections or 'humps' to e present

over the vire frames, so that the looks are even more astonishing

Figure 146: For a jewellery design project, I crafted this choker almost entirely with 3D!
In full colour rendering, it is indistinguishable from a photograph - thanks to materials!
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Figure 147: This was one of the surrealistic environments created for the CD-ROM "Tales from
Indian Mythology". Look at the bumps visible on the floor and on the rocks.

17.10.3 Lighting

Once \ve have modelled the re1uircd \vire frames and applied material and te\ture river them, we need to tlltttiiii ate'

our world with proper lights!

As \ou begin working on a project, there is  default lighting mode that is alread y available but this iii iliwiltriate

all objects with even lighting. YOU can override this behaviour b y adding spo t ligh t s , ambient lights and other kjnd

of lights - within the 3D universe.

The luminescence, colour and various other characteristics of light, are Colirn illable. There can be more than it

light, in any scene. And with some advanced sofr\vare, the light intensities edn even be of negariv value, si that they

actuall y 'absorb' light that is alread y present!

Figure 448: Application of light over the sphere in a virtual 3D world -
and its ultimate behaviour during rendering.
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Your lighting arrangement and the reflectivity /shininess of the material you are using, will ultimately determine the
look and feel of the 3D objects during rendering.

17.10.4 Cameras

Cameras, in a 3D environment are used to 'view' the objects that are placed in the 3D world. You can also view the
objects without cameras - but you may not have much flexibility in viewing. Moreover, if you are going to move
around the object and see different portions, then cameras become inevitable.

Note: Please understand that the camera movements are different from the object movements. For eamplc, when
a 31) ball is animated from one end to anotcier, then that is the movement of the object. You may either stand still
and watch this movement or move along in certain other direction! This movement of your viewpoint is what is
called the camera movement. I have tried to give an example to illustrate this idea - but the best place to know the
l,cttcr is a professional 3D tool!

Front view

Side view	 I

__	 H • H •H =
Figure 149: The front view and the side view illustrated.

Look at the example. In the first case (front view), you are a mere observer, just observing the ball going front
end to the other. In the second case (side view), you are standing right in front of the ball and the hail is actually
coming towards you! These two examples illustrate two different viewpoints a camera can take - while observing
the object movements. If you want you can also move the camera you are holding on your hand - and traverse
ilong with the ball.

Cameras can he used to 'walk through' a 31) model of the building, to generate an illusion that the viewer is actually
taking a walk inside the building - room by rOnin!

A hen an object has to be viewed at several angles, one can make use of the cameras. Instead of rotating the object,
it's much easier to rotate the camera at desired angles and take 'snapshots'.

(:oneras, like lights, do possess several attributes like the field of view and focus that decide the ultimate behaviour
of the camera. There can he more than one camera, in an y given scene.

Figure 150: These two shots illustrate two different sequences from an architectural walk through
done by 3D experts at cybervalley systems. A singe camera was allowed to wander all along the

corridors of a virtual factory that was going to be built by the clients.
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17.10.5 Key framing and animation

One of the significant advantages of 3D software is their ability to generate frames in-between key frames
automatically. Once the key frames are defined in the timeline, the software automatically generates the intervening

movements.

To give even more flexibility in movement of objects, 3D software allow the models to traverse along a trajectory
or 'path' - during animation. For example, in the throw ball animation we illustrated earlier, it is possible to define
a path for the movement of the ball and allow the object to traverse along that path for the required amount of

time.

S

Figure 151: 3D models can follow a 'path' or trajectory, while moving in the virtual 3D world.

This path need not be just a simple curve - it can he any spline that can be defined on a 31) space! This gives

immense flexibility to the animators to make the models traverse the wa y they want. One of the initial movements

to be tried is spiral - it is wonderful even to see a simple object like ball rolling along a spiral curve with smooth

flow!

Many 3D software tools have advanced motion control capabilities like inverse kinematics and hi-pedalling, with the
help of which, it is possible to generate realistic walking and even dance movements. For example, inverse kinematics

allows you to 'connect' various polygons- sa y, the limbs of a man; when the developer 'pulls' the hand, the rest of

the body responds naturall y, so that he need not bother about animation each and ever y part of the model!

For more complex movements, it is also possible to capture the movements of a live human using electronic circuitry

antI appl y the same over a 3D model. This technique is frequentl y used in many feature films and is called 'motion

capture'.

17.10.6 Rendering

Rendering is the last and final step to be completed, before we can actuall y see the wonderful movements we created

in 3D environments. It is the process of applying lights, materials, textures, camera and animations to the given 31)
scene - frame by frame - and capturing the output as individual images.

During rendering, all the relevant colours and shades are applied over the model - based on our lighting, texture
arrangement and other necessary details. Internall y, these are nothing but mathematical calculations. Since all these

computations need to be done frame-by-frame, rendering process takes considerable time to complete.

The time required for rendering a particular sequence is governed by factors like

U	 Complexity of the scene (textures, lighting etc)
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U (3 imp utational power of the machine(s)

U	 Resources availabic (RAM etc.)

For this reasons, it is best to start the rendering process (after sufficient hack up and UPS arrangements) at nights
and leave the s ystem open for ci in]ptitatii ins over the night. To save puss-cr, s( u can just switch off the monitors.

Figure 152: For rendering this scene titled 'Vaikuntha' for 'Tales from Indian Mythology' CD-ROM,
we spent nearly 3 hours for each frame on a Pentium 1GHz machine with very decent RAM and

swap space! The results speak for themselves.

In highl y complex projects like 31) animations for movies, rendering becomes increasingl y complex and ve may
have to go for network rendering! \erssork rendering is the process of rendering a single 31) sejuence in a network

of computers — in which each frame can be rendered in a different machine. The software co -ordinates rendering
tasks across the machines - based oil 	 capacity and availability.

Network rendering is supported b y most professional 3D software today.

Note: It is said that - for rendering the seipienees of movie Titanic', roughl y 120 I inux servers were networked
on a huge framework - often called the 'network farm' or render farm!

There are several algorithms available for rendering -- like gonraud shading, phong shading and ray-tracing. Ray

tracing offers good results but it is also the most time ci insuifling, among the three. Hence 3D tools make use of
phirog shading for previews and raY-tracing for foil rendering process. If you ire buying a 31) paekagc liii- sourcif
or for your school/college, make sure that it supports ray tracing!

Radiositv is an advanced form of rendering which call 	 stunningl y realistic images. But the concept and
algolithill are prett y complex to understand and not many tools in the miiarket, can boast about this capability.

17.11 Cyclic animations

Cyclic animation is a very simple animation teehnir 1 ue, capable of producing stunning results.
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In a cyclic animation, the frames are looped - so that, after the last frame, the first frame follows once again and the
process continues till the user deliberately stops it.

The serious limitation of cyclic animation is that it cannot be applied to all the sequences and can be adapted only
to those object movements, which are repetitive in nature. For example, let us consider that the required animation
sequence is that a girl is walking down the lane. Now, her leg movements, after all, are repetitive in nature - as far
as the animator is concerned so, he just limits himself to seven frames of animation, and still manages to make her
walk, over and over

Figure 153: Cyclic animations can be used for movements that are repetitive in nature.

Look at the example. All the seven frames required for the animation have been displayed. Note that the last frame
of the sequence has carefull y been designed, so as to blend scamlcsslv with the first frame, which will follow - when
looped.

The pla yback speed for this particular animation is 8 frames per second.

Pretty good 'cat walk'.., isn't it?

Certain other scenarios in which c yclic animations can be put to usc:

	

j	 Movement of fire flames

	

U	 Movement of birds

	

U	 Movement of clouds etc

	

U	 Character movements like walking and running

	

U	 I've lid movements
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17.12 Summary
Animation development is a seamless workflow that has definite number of steps - right from planning to execution.
Planning phase includes conceptualising, story boarding, key frame identification, 2D / 3D decision-making and
process planning. Execution phase includes 2D or 3D animation development and linking / embedding.

2D animation development process is almost completely different from 3D animation. For 2D, we need to fix up
the (otal span of animation, define the key frames and develop them, fill the in-between frames with appropriate
movements - either automatically or manually and finally render the animation.

For 3D, one needs to do modelling, material and texture mapping, lighting, camera setting, fixing key frames, animating
and finally rendering. 3D software tools posses advanced capabilities - ascompared to 2D packages.

C yclic animation is a simple technique useful for animating repetitive movements.

17.13 Keywords
Story boarding: The concept of visualising the animation sequence to be developed - as a series of frames, and

exhibiting the same, roughly in paper.

Key framing: Those frames in which, the movements of objects mature from one stage to another.

Texture mapping The technique of applying (or wrapping) 2D images (called maps) over 3D wire frame models.


